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Abstract—One of the most important technical problems in
store-carry-forward routing is to reduce the number of message
copies in networks without increasing the message delivery
delay. In order to solve this problem, we focus on utility-based
routing schemes, where for a message, utility of a node indicates
its proximity to the destination node of the message. Utility-
based routing schemes are promising when relay nodes, i.e.,
nodes with the message (copy), have sufficient opportunities to
encounter other nodes. On the other hand, when relay nodes
are in extremely sparse areas of nodes and they have few
opportunities to encounter other nodes, the routing schemes
do not work effectively. This observation naturally leads us
to propose a location-aware utility-based routing scheme. The
proposed scheme combines a utility-based routing scheme with
location-aware probabilistic forwarding, where the forwarding
probability is determined based on both node utility and node
density at the contact location. With several simulation scenarios,
we evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme in terms of
the mean number of copies in the network and the mean message
delivery delay.

I. INTRODUCTION

Intermittently connected mobile ad hoc networks are one

of the most representative environments in DTNs (De-

lay/Disruption Tolerant Networks) [4]. In those networks, the

intermittent connectivity prevents from establishing reliable

end-to-end paths between source and destination nodes. In

order to solve this problem, many store-carry-forward routing

schemes have been proposed so far [2]. Owing to mobility of

nodes, a node happens to establish a connection to another

node occasionally. The store-carry-forward routing schemes

utilize this occasional connectivity to deliver a message to

its destination node. Specifically, when a node receives the

message, the node stores the message in the buffer, carries the

message with it while moving, and then forwards it to other

nodes when the node encounters them.

Epidemic Routing [10] is the pioneering work in store-

carry-forward routing schemes. Even though Epidemic Rout-

ing achieves the best performance in terms of the end-to-

end delivery delay, it may cause excessively many copies

of messages to be disseminated over networks. In order to

avoid excessive consumption of network resources such as

bandwidth and buttery power of nodes without increasing

the message delivery delay, many store-carry-forward routing

schemes have been considered [2].

In this paper, we focus on utility-based routing [3], [8]

in order to solve this problem. Note that utility represents

the proximity among nodes. For example, suppose that nodes

correspond to people with a wireless terminal such as a smart-

phone. People who frequently meet each other, or commute

to the same office or school have high utility among them.

Suppose node A with a message copy destined for node C

encounters node B without the message copy. In the utility-

based routing schemes, node A determines whether it forwards

the message copy to node B based on utility of node B toward

node C. In what follows, we call nodes with message copies

relay nodes.

The performance of utility-based routing schemes depends

on contact rates among nodes. When relay nodes encounter

other nodes frequently, message copies should be forwarded

to only nodes with high utility. Although relay nodes ignore

opportunities of forwarding message copies to nodes with low

utility, the delivery delay performance does not be degraded

severely because inter-contact times among nodes with high

utility are short. On the other hand, if relay nodes have few op-

portunities to encounter other nodes, aggressive message for-

warding is suitable for keeping the message delivery capability.

In general, contact rates among nodes are strongly correlated

with node density, so that we can enhance the performance of

the utility-based routing schemes, taking account of the node

density at contact locations where two nodes encounter.

In this paper, we propose a location-aware utility-based

routing scheme. Our scheme combines a utility-based routing

scheme with a location-aware probabilistic forwarding scheme

proposed in [6], [7]. In the location-aware probabilistic for-

warding scheme, each node estimates a spatial distribution of

node density by collecting node contact information from other

nodes, and forwards a message with a probability determined

by the node density distribution. In our scheme, when a relay

node encounters a node with high utility, the former node

always forwards the message to the latter node, which is

the same operation as in utility-based routing schemes. On

the other hand, when the relay node encounters a node with

low utility, the former node decides whether it forwards the

message based on the node density of the current location.

Specifically, when the relay node is currently within a low

node density area, the message copy is forwarded with a high

probability. By doing so, the message delivery capability is

kept even in such a low node density area.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

describes the system model. Section III explains two rep-
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resentative utility-based routing schemes, PRoPHET [8] and

Delegation Forwarding [3]. Section IV describes the proposed

location-aware utility-based routing scheme. In section V,

we evaluate the performance of our scheme by simulation

experiments. Finally, we conclude this paper in section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Let V denote the set of nodes in a network. We assume

that all nodes move in a closed region A ⊂ R
2, and all nodes

within communication range R can communicate directly. We

also assume that each node has a buffer of infinite capacity

to store messages and it can know its location by means of a

location measurement device such as GPS (Global Positioning

System). For message m, src(m) ∈ V and dst(m) ∈ V
denote the source node and the destination node of message

m, respectively. In what follows, when we do not have to

distinguish the original message and its copies, they are called

messages.

III. UTILITY-BASED ROUTING

In this section, we describe two representative utility-based

routing schemes: PRoPHET Routing [8] and Delegation For-

warding [3].

A. Message Forwarding Procedure

Let Uv(d) ∈ [0, 1] denote utility of node v ∈ V toward node

d ∈ V . Suppose that node v with message m encounters node

w ∈ V\{src(m), dst(m)} without message m. In utility-based

routing schemes, node v forwards message m to node w if

and only if Uw(dst(m)) is greater than threshold θv(m). Note

that threshold θv(m) is determined by node v, depending on

message m.

In PRoPHET Routing, for message m and node v, θv(m)
is defined as θv(m) , Uv(dst(m)). Therefore node v with

a message forwards its copy to every other node with higher

utility than itself. On the other hand, in Delegation Forwarding,

θv(m) is defined as θv(m) , τv(m), where τv(m) denotes

the maximum utility of nodes that node v has encountered.

Suppose node v generates message m. Initially, τv(m) is set

to be Uv(m). When node v encounters node w and τv(m) <
Uw(m), τv(m) is updated to be τv(m) = Uw(m) and τw(m)
is set to be Uw(m), and nodes v and w repeat this procedure.

Delegation Forwarding aims at forwarding a message only to

nodes with higher utility.

B. Utility Calculation Method

Both PRoPHET Routing and Delegation Forwarding require

a calculation method for utility. In this paper, we use a cal-

culation method proposed in PRoPHET Routing [8]. Initially,

utility Uv(k) (k ∈ V \ {v}) of node v ∈ V is set to be 0.

When node v encounters node w, node v first updates Uv(k)
as follows.

Uv(k) := Uv(k) · γ
t, k ∈ V \ {v},

where γ ∈ [0, 1] and t is elapsed time since node v encounters

other nodes last time. Node v then updates Uv(w) as follows.

Uv(w) := Uv(w) + (1− Uv(w)) · Pinit,

where Pinit ∈ [0, 1]. In a similar way, node w updates Uw(k)
(k ∈ V \{w}). After that, nodes v and w exchange their utility

values, that is, node v sends Uv(k) (k ∈ V \ {v}) to node w,

and vice versa, and then node v updates Uv(k) (k ∈ V\{v, w})

as follows:

Uv(k) := Uv(k) + (1− Uv(k)) · Uv(w) · Uw(k) · β,

where β ∈ [0, 1]. Similarly, node w also updates Uw(k) (k ∈
V \ {v, w}). Readers may refer to [8] for the rationale behind

this procedure.

IV. LOCATION-AWARE UTILITY-BASED ROUTING

This section describes the proposed location-aware utility-

based routing scheme, where the forwarding probability is

controlled adaptively based on the node density of contact

locations.

A. Node Density Estimation

Let I(x) denote the node density at location x ∈ A. Each

node estimates I(x) by exchanging information about contact

locations with other nodes. If a network is static in terms of

node density and a sufficient amount of information about

contact locations is available at each node, I(x) could be

obtained by means of a histogram method, where the whole

region is divided into many small regions and the number

of contacts is accumulated in each region. Otherwise, more

elaborate estimation methods are appropriate. In [6], [7], a

node density estimator with a Gaussian kernel function is

considered, where the kernel takes a form of mixed Gaussian

distribution. This estimator enables us to estimate I(x) with

less information than that required in the histogram method.

Let Iv(x) denote the node density estimated by node v. In

general, Iv(x) is different from I(x) due to estimation errors.

See [6], [7] for details.

B. Procedure of the proposed routing scheme

Our scheme combines a utility-based routing scheme with a

location-aware probabilistic forwarding. To do so, our scheme

discriminates between high and low-utility nodes with thresh-

old θv(m). Our scheme also discriminates between high and

low node density areas with threshold dv determined by each

node v individually. If Iv(x) > dv , node v regards node

density at location x as high. Let pF denote forwarding

probability. Kimura et al. [6] show that the single threshold

dv for controlling pF is sufficiently effective, even though pF
can be a continuous function of Iv(x) at the contact location

x in general.

Figure 1 shows the procedure of our scheme, where pLD and

pHD (pLD ≥ pHD) denote the forwarding probability to low-

utility nodes in low and high node density areas, respectively.

Note that, as pLD (resp. pHD) increases, low-utility nodes

have more chances of receiving messages in low (resp. high)

node density areas. In particular, a large pLD ameliorates the

message delivery capability in low node density areas because

messages will be forwarded to many low-utility nodes, as well

as high-utility nodes. On the other hand, a sufficiently small
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Fig. 1. The procedure of the proposed routing scheme.

pHD implies that in high node density areas, only high-utility

nodes receive messages.

When the proposed scheme is based on PRoPHET, i.e.,

θv(m) , Uv(dst(m)), we refer to the proposed scheme

as Location-aware PRoPHET (abbrev. L-PRoPHET). On the

other hand, when the proposed scheme is based on Delegation

Forwarding, i.e., θv(m) , τv(m), we refer to the proposed

scheme as Location-aware Delegation Forwarding (abbrev.

L-Delegation). Note that if we set pHD = pLD = 0,

L-PRoPHET and L-Delegation are reduced to the original

PRoPHET Routing and Delegation Forwarding, respectively.

If we set pHD = pLD = 1, both L-PRoPHET and L-Delegation

are reduced to Epidemic Routing [10]. Further, if we set

θv(m) = 1, both L-PRoPHET and L-Delegation are reduced

to the location-aware probabilistic routing proposed in [6], [7].

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We conduct simulation experiments to evaluate the perfor-

mance of L-PRoPHET and L-Delegation.

A. Simulation Model

We assume that there are 100 nodes in a square area A of

10000 [m] × 10000 [m]. See Fig. 2. The area A contains five

circle areas Ai ⊂ A (i = 1, 2, . . . , 5) with radius 1000 [m] and

center coordinates of (5000,5000), (1000,5000), (9000,5000),

(5000,1000), (5000,9000), respectively. We divide the set V
of nodes into 5 disjoint groups Vi (i = 1, 2, . . . , 5). Nodes

in group V1 move only within the area A1 according to

Random Waypoint model [1]. On the other hand, nodes in

group Vj (j = 2, 3, 4, 5) move around areas A1 and Aj

according to a modified Random Waypoint model, where the

target location is chosen according to a two-state Markov chain

whose transition diagram is depicted in Fig. 3. Nodes in group

Vj (j = 2, 3, 4, 5) mainly stay in area Aj and occasionally visit

area A1. We thus call area Aj (j = 2, 3, 4, 5) home region of

Vj . Furthermore, for message m, we also refer to home regions

of source node src(m) and destination node dst(m) as source

home and destination home of message m, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Areas Ai (i = 1, 2, · · · , 5).
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Fig. 3. State transition diagram of target locations for group Vj (j =
2, 3, 4, 5).

TABLE I
SIMULATION SCENARIOS

Scenario Source node set S Destination node set D

V1 → V1 V1 V1

Vi → Vi Vi (i = 2, 3, 4, 5) Vi

Vi → Vj Vi (i = 2, 3, 4, 5) Vj (j = 2, 3, 4, 5, j 6= i)

V1 → Vi V1 Vi (i = 2, 3, 4, 5)

Vi → V1 Vi (i = 2, 3, 4, 5) V1

V → V V V

In what follows, we set |V1| = 60 and |Vj | = 10
(j = 2, 3, 4, 5). The moving speed of each node is 1 [m/s]

and the transmission range is R = 50 [m]. We assume that

buffer size and communication bandwidth of each node are

sufficiently large so that message loss never happen. In each

simulation experiment, we randomly choose one node every

50 seconds from a set S of candidates for source nodes, which

generates a message. The destination node of each message

is also chosen randomly from a set D of candidates for

destination nodes. We consider six scenarios with different S
and D as shown in Table I, where V = ∪5

i=1
Vi, and “X → Y”

represents S = X and D = Y (X ,Y ⊆ V). In any scenario,

5000 messages are generated and delivered to their destination

nodes according to L-PRoPHET or L-Delegation. We set

Pinit = 0.7, β = 0.2, γ = 0.9 in computing utility values,

which are determined by preliminary simulation experiments.

Each simulation experiment has a warm-up period of length

10000 [s] in which utility values are updated according to the

procedure as described in subsection III-B.

For simplicity, we assume that each node v can correctly

perceive whether contact location is in the high node density

area A1 or not. In [6], [7], the accuracy of node density

estimation is discussed and the location-aware routing scheme

is shown to be rather robust against the estimation error. In
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what follows, we call A1 the dense area and the rest the

sparse area. In addition, each routing scheme incorporates the

VACCINE recovery scheme [5], where after the completion

of message delivery, we delete useless message copies by

spreading anti-packets according to Epidemic Routing.

B. Performance Measures

The performance of L-PRoPHET and L-Delegation is evalu-

ated in terms of the mean delivery delay and the mean number

of generated message copies. The message delivery delay TD

of a message is defined as a length of time duration from the

generation of the message to its delivery to the destination

node, and ND is defined as the number of message copies

generated for a message till the instant when the original

message and all its copies vanish away from the network

owing to the VACCINE recovery scheme. In general, there

is a trade-off relationship between E[TD] and E[ND] [9]. In

our scheme, the increase of the forwarding probabilities pLD
and/or pHD to low utility nodes causes the decrease of E[TD]
and the increase of E[ND].

C. Influence of probability pLD

In this subsection, we fix pHD to zero and investigate how

pLD affects the performance of our scheme. Figure 4 shows the

mean delivery delay E[TD] as a function of E[ND]. We also

plot the result of Probabilistic Routing, where the forwarding

probability pF is always fixed to p (0 < p ≤ 1).

Figures 4(a), 4(b) and 4(c) show results of scenarios Vi →
V1,Vi → Vi, and Vi → Vj , respectively. We observe that

E[TD] in L-Delegation decreases greatly with the increase

of pLD, in compensation for a slight increase of E[ND]. In

particular, L-Delegation with pLD = 1 works well. This result

indicates that the utility-based relay node selection is useless

in the sparse area if relay nodes are selected appropriately

in the dense area. Generally, there are two reasons for the

performance improvement in those scenarios. One is that when

source and/or destination homes are sparse areas, aggressive

message dissemination over those areas definitely improves

the performance because such a strategy decreases E[TD]
greatly, while E[ND] is not affected so much due to small

number of nodes in those areas. Note that this advantage

mainly comes from location-aware forwarding. The other

is that except for source and destination homes, message

dissemination over sparse areas is suppressed. Note that nodes

in {V2,V3,V4,V5} \ {S ∪ D} have low utility. Therefore

message forwarding to those nodes is suppressed even when

relay nodes encounter those nodes in the dense area A1. This

advantage comes from utility-based forwarding. In this way,

our location-aware utility-based routing scheme works well in

the above scenarios.

Next we consider scenario V1 → V1 in Fig. 4(d). We

observe that the increase of pLD has no effect on the per-

formance of our schemes. In this scenario, utility of nodes in

{V2,V3,V4,V5} are low compared with that in V1. Therefore,

owing to utility-based forwarding, message dissemination over

the sparse areas is suppressed.

Figure 4(e) shows the result of scenario V1 → Vi. We

observe that E[ND] in our schemes increases with pLD,

while E[TD] is rather insensitive to pLD. We also observe

that E[TD] in L-Delegation is very large, compared with

Epidemic Routing (Probabilistic Routing with p = 1). In L-

Delegation, messages hardly be forwarded to nodes in V1 once

a node in V1 with relatively high utility receives the message.

On the other hand, in L-PRoPHET, messages are forwarded

aggressively in the dense area A1, so that E[TD] is small and

E[ND] is large, compared with L-Delegation.

Finally, we consider the comprehensive scenario V → V in

Fig. 4(f), where the ratio of source-destination pairs (S,D) is

given in Table II. Note that the highest ratio is the improvement

case and the second highest ratio is no effect case for the

increase of pLD. Therefore, in L-Delegation, E[TD] decreases

greatly with the increase of pLD, while E[ND] increases

slightly with pLD, and we conclude that aggressive message

forwarding in the sparse area is effective comprehensively.

Note also that E[TD] (resp. E[ND]) in L-Delegation is twice

or more (resp. half or less) as large as E[TD] in L-PRoPHET,

so that either routing scheme is a reasonable choice for this

scenario.

D. Influence of probability pHD

Next we consider the influence of pHD on the performance,

where we set pLD = 1. Recall that in the scenario V1 → Vi

with pHD = 0, message forwarding in the dense area A1 is

too suppressive (resp. aggressive) in L-Delegation (resp. L-

PRoPHET). We thus examine whether the increase of pHD in

L-Delegation improves the performance.

Figure 5 shows the mean delivery delay E[TD] as a function

of E[ND]. For the sake of comparison, we also show the

performance of Location-Aware Routing (abbrev. LA Routing)

in [6], as well as Probabilistic Routing. In LA Routing, the

forwarding probability pF is set to be one and p (0 < p ≤ 1)

in the sparse and dense areas, respectively.

We first consider scenario V1 → V1 in Fig. 5(a). We observe

that message forwarding with slightly large pHD in the dense

area A1 is suitable because anti-packets can be spread quickly

over the dense area as soon as messages are delivered to their

destination nodes.

Figures 5(b) and 5(c) show results of scenarios Vi → V1

and Vi → Vi, respectively. E[ND] increases with pHD,

while E[TD] is almost insensitive to pHD. Although nodes in

{V2,V3,V4,V5}\S are more likely to receive messages in the

dense area with the increase of pHD, forwarding messages to

them is meaningless in these scenarios.

Figures 5(d) and 5(e) show results of scenarios V1 → Vi and

Vi → Vj , respectively. E[TD] decreases and E[ND] increases

greatly with a slight increase of pHD from 0. In general, the in-

crease of messages in the dense area is effective for improving

the delivery delay performance. Our scheme, however, causes

excessive message dissemination even if pHD is set to be a

small positive, due to high capability of forwarding messages

in the dense area.
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Fig. 4. E[TD] as a function of E[ND] (pHD = 0).

TABLE II
RATIO OF SOURCE-DESTINATION PAIRS (S,D) IN SCENARIO V → V

Pair (S,D) (Vi,V1), (Vi,Vi), (Vi,Vj ) (V1,V1) (V1,Vi)

Ratio (%) 40 36 24

These observations indicate that more elaborate relay node

selection method is required in the dense area. In particular,

information about home region seems to be useful. If such

information is available, the relay node selection will be

operated as follows. When a relay node encounters a node

that belongs to the same group of the destination node, the

message is forwarded aggressively, and otherwise, message

forwarding is suppressed.

Finally, we consider the comprehensive scenario V → V in

Fig. 5(f). Our schemes outperform Probabilistic Routing and

LA Routing, that is, E[TD] in our schemes is smaller than

that in other routing schemes for the same E[ND]. Further, the

controllable range of E[ND] in L-Delegation is wider than that

in L-PRoPHET. Although the performance of some of source-

destination pairs is not improved, L-Delegation is effective in

terms of E[ND] comprehensively.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we considered the location-aware utility-based

store-carry-forward routing schemes, i.e., L-PRoPHET and

L-Delegation. Through simulation experiments, we showed

that the utility-based relay node selection is useless in low

node density areas if relay nodes are selected appropriately
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Fig. 5. E[TD] as a function of E[ND] (pLD = 1).

in high node density areas. Simulation results also showed

that our schemes outperform Probabilistic Routing and LA

Routing. In our schemes, however, relay nodes cannot be

selected appropriately in high node density areas, so that more

elaborate relay node selection is required, which incorporates

information about home regions. We leave it for future work.
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